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Roll one of the rows in the 
item table.
Then pick one of the items in 
that row and add it to your 
character.

Roll one of the rows in the 
class table.
Then pick one of the 
classes in that row and add 
it to your character.

You gain 1d6 GLOG

Gain 1 KEY. Can only be 
used once.

Can only be opened with a key. When 
you open it, roll on the TREASURE table.

YOU START EACH 
DUNGEON HERE

Fight the boss mentioned in the 
dungeon. 
When you kill it you win this fairly 
incomplete Demo Version. Huzzah! 

Test a random attribute.
If you fail lose 3 HP.

Heal 2 HP.

Roll a LUCKY encounter.

Roll a FATE

Can only be opened with a key. Blocks 
passage otherwise.


Roll d6 and fight the rolled 
monster. Each dungeon has 
its own monsters to fight.

 


Pick a personality.

If you already have a 
personality, pick another 
personality and add its 
attributes and ability to yours.
(Do not add its health)

A barrel, roll 1d6 to see 
what's inside.
1 nothing
2 nothing
3 Gain 1d6 GLOG
4 Gain 1 key.
5 heal 1 HP.
6 gain a random [buff] at 
the start of next combat

SYMBOLARIUM

Roll a random quest and a 
random curse.
When you finish the quest lyou 
are free from the curse and 
gain 3 META

Reach the PLOTHOLE to advance to 
the next dungeon.
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the cutest little critters
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collectible 
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or you will die alone
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ART helps us share feelings in a tangible way.
ART connects us.
ART brings us together and sometimes brings us closer.
ART is the glue that binds us together.
ART is more than just a bunch of paintings and poems and songs.
ART can take you to places, you would never go on your own.
It makes you think and feel in new ways.
It is the catalyst for change.
ART is how you make a difference.
Creating ART is showing your way of thinking.
Creating ART is showing who you are.

https://krassekunst.de
https://rpg.krassekunst.de


METAGLOG IS THE GAME I HAD IN MY MIND 
WHEN I WAS A KID AND FIRST HEARD 
ABOUT ROLEPLAYING GAMES. A neveren-
ding BOARDGAME with infinite free-
dom. A game where the heroes you 
play have their own lifes and stories. 
A game with a world where wonder, 
treasure and danger await you around 
every corner.

I was hooked by polyhedral dice and 
magic item descriptions but no ttrpg 
session has ever lived up to the game 
my childish mind came up with. 

MEtaglog is an attempt to alleviate 
this void in the human unconscious.



please Bear wiTh mE
In PLEASE, BEAR WITH ME you play a group of 
gretchlings working in an office The office has its 
own special rules. Pick one player to be the GM.

1. The GM is „The Big Boss“
The Boss‘s role is to give the gretchlings work 
they are supposed to do and shoot at them with a 
crossbow if they don‘t do their work. Gretchlings 
are not smart - and they do not like work.The Boss 
does everything from making up a game scene to 
playing the NPCs, to deciding who is the most 
„stupid“ or who has a „weirdo“ shirt.

2. There is a bear in the office that 
wants to eat the gretchlings
 Roll 1d6 everytime a gretchling starts working: 
  1 bear sleeps
  2-6 bear is hungry and tries to kill 
  someone

3. The ruleset uses no dice.
If the bear gets you, he kills you.
If you don‘t do your work, The Big Boss will kill you.
If a situation is uncertain decide which outcome 
would be most profitable for the company.

STOP! 



4. Character creation
You‘re all new and it‘s casual friday.
Write down your gretchling‘s name on a piece of paper and 
put it in front of you, or wear it as a name tag.
Then describe what your cool casual friday outfit looks like.
No slacking, or the boss will shoot you.
5. Death
In case a character dies, they return to the office in the next 
scene.

7. The Break Room
There is a locked room in the office 
called the BREAK ROOM. 
The key to the BREAK ROOM is inside 
the bear. 

The room contains no coffee, a single 
chocolate donut and a book titled 
METAGLOG with a fancy colorful cover.

Should a gretchling eat the donut, they 
die forever. Gretchlings are deathly 
allergic to chocolate.

When any gretchling interacts with the 
book, the office and all of reality melt 
down in a kaleidoscopic cacaphony of 
numbers. 
You may now flip to the next page.

1 lava fountain
2 snacks
3 1d1000 snails
4 drugs
5 deadly traps
6 teleportation 

gun
7 the hungry 

maw of 
obliteration

8 ball pit
9 1d100 pup-

pies
10 weapon rack

6. office 
equipment
Roll 1d10 twice to 
determine what‘s in 
the office.

it will all make sense



ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR  ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERR

Wake up, 
You have been sleeping long enough.
You are now at a crossroads. the place where 
light and darkness together become nothing.
Do not try to understand it - you will never be 
able to and only risk becoming nothing yourself. 
Everything will make sense soon.

-META
adjective
showing or suggesting an explicit 
awareness of itself or oneself as a member of 
its category : cleverly self-referential
- „meta“ Merriam-Webster.com. 2021. 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/meta (23.09.2021).

I am DEUS META, trainee at human resources, 
GLOG company, yada-yada.. your guide and 
the personified voice of this tutorial.
Hope you liked our little loading screen game 
PLEASE BEAR WITH ME. 
You can forget everything about it.
Now the real game called METAGLOG starts.
I will teach you how to play it in a way that 
makes you happy. 
Please enjoy the rules.

20 HAPPINESS
Unlocks Enchantment.

50 HAPPINESS
Items can have up to two enchantments.

100 HAPPINESS
Items can have up to three enchantments.DEUS META



You just have played a gretchling in an 
office. Now you are playing 
pretending to read a line of text. 

In METAGLOG you are gonna play a single 
hero on a quest. You will go on 
adventures, roleplay how you stumble in 
and out of love and watch yourself get old 
and too weak for battle. 

-------- 
Fuck rules
Playing is about enjoying the time you
Read this out loud:
rule rule rule rule rule rule rule
See how it stops making sense? 
Think of this, when a rule lowers your 
enjoyment of METAGLOG.
--------

ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR  ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERR

GAME INCOMPLETE. y

if you ever encounter missin
g words, fi

ll th
em in 

with a pen ___
____

__

(a
 c

ool 
na

me)
 INCOMPLETE.

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED 

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED 

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED 

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED 

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED

follow the guidelines of 

the installation wizard



TIME AND SPACE
GOAL OF THE GAME
Your goal is to kill the DM hiding at the end of THE 
HERO'S JOURNEY :

THE HERO'S JOURNEY
Each step of the journey will make you face its own 
trials and send you to a specific dungeon.Some 
dungeons are big, some are small, some are grids 
and some are nothing at all.

In the rest of the rulebook THE HERO'S JOURNEY will 
also be called THE JOURNEY.

The Journey is the curse inflicted upon 
all heroes. The world is forgotten, and it 

is your duty to remember it.



You open your eyes.
Encased in an Eggshell.
Everything is forgotten.

The world unmade at its seams.
Only strands of reality are left.

You: a Weaver collecting memories.
Stitching the holes in the fabric of spacetime.

Before we continue
Do you remember the name of these individuals ?
pLEASE write their names in the boxes below them



I AM SO GLAD YOU WOKE UP
WE'VE BEEN WAITING FOR YOU 

FOR A VERY LONG TIME

Do you remember the world?
iT IS not there anymore.

It was forgotten.
lost IN TIME.

the new WORLD is not yet grown
AND MY old memory is so SO fragile.

IT IS NOW UP TO YOU 
WHAT WILL STAY AND WHAT WILL GO

THIS IS YOUR CREATION

YES NO

HOW DID THE WORLD FEEL TO YOU?

absurd realistic

mysterious DEADLY

MAGICAL fluffy

odo you remember?

BIRTH



where was the world made?

in a dream on an anvil

in a book in a body

behind the 
walls

in an accident

what did you notice first?

THE LUSH 
VEGETATION

THE BEINGS

THE IMPOSSIBLE 
LANDSCAPE

THE ROTTEN 
STENCH

THE SILENCE

THE GLOWING 
LIGHTS

WHAT WERE its inhabitans LIKE?

a tightknit 
community

dead or 
doomed

slimy but 
honest

fabulous and 
unique

one with 
nature

towering above 
all



Attributes
HEALTH
When the health of a monster or yourself 
reaches 0 they are dead. You start with 10 
health.

GLOG IS ORB
ORB IS GLOG
YOU ARE YOU

I AM ME ?

you also have these 6 attributes 
please provide a name for them.
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everything has these 2 attributes

   DICE
Used to power spells, attacks and abilities. 
Most actions in the game need dice to be used.



GLOG IS ORB
ORB IS GLOG
YOU ARE YOU

I AM ME ?

Make a test
Sometimes the game will ask you to test an 
attribute. To do this roll 2d6 + that attribute. 
If you roll equal or higher than 10
you succeed the test, if not you fail. 

Example: 
The Watcher walks into a
Stasis Trap- (Test  or lose 1d6 )
They roll 2d6 and add their attribute of 3. 
Oof, they roll a 3 and a 2, even with the +3 
from the attribute that's only 8, not enough to 
reach the 10 needed to suceed.  The Watcher 
failed this test and loses 1d6 

Advantage and Disadvantage
If you have advantage on a test you roll 3d6. 
and discard the lowest die.
If you have disadvantage on a test you roll 
3d6. and discard the highest die.

damage
Whenever you deal damage to a monster it 
loses that much health and vice versa. If a  
monster has 0 or less Health, remove it from 
the fight. If there's no monsters left you win.
If you ever have 0 or less Health you die. Start 
a new run.

block
Block works like a shield that protects you 
from damage. When you get dealt damage, lose 
block first, before losing health. 
Block only lasts until your next turn. At the 
start of your next turn it resets to 0.

[piercing]
Some attacks are [piercing]. Damage from 
[piercing] attacks ignores block and damages 
health directly.



Max



Min


Even

Odd

pair

Most of the time there's going to be a 
restriction on which dice you can use to 
activate your attacks.

The restrictions are:
Only odd rolls can 
be placed here. 
(1,3,5)

Only even rolls can 
be placed here.
(2,4,6)

Placed dice can't 
have a higher value 
than the pictured 
dice.
Placed dice can't 
have a lower value 
than the pictured 
dice.

Requires 2 dice to 
be activated. Both 
need to show the 
same number.pair

combat
Combat is played in turns.
First you get a turn, then all the monsters get a turn. 
Repeat until one side is dead or ran away.

On your or a monster's turn they roll a number of 
sixsided dice equal to their DICE attribute and then 
use these rolls to activate their powers.

Your  DICE attribute is equal to the amount of 
personalities you have.

your turn 
Roll your dice and use them to power your 
classes. To activate a class place one of your 
dice on it. That die needs to match the classes 
restrictions.
Your attacks can target any monster you want.  
After you place a die it is used up for this turn. 
After you used up all your dice, or when you 
have no more actions left, your turn ends.
And you proceed with the Monster Turn

monster turn 
Roll the monster's dice and place them on the 
monster's attacks. If a dice fits multiple attacks, 
the monster always uses the leftmost attack 
first. After you place a die it is used up for this 
turn. After you used up all the monsters dice, or 
when they have no more actions left, their turn 
ends and the next monster's turn begins. 
After each monster had a turn proceed with 
your turn again.





Double any damage dealt to gretchlings.
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01 0
01 1

10

(elf)

- loves hugs but will never start one
- goes on walks through the woods

+2 on Tests against Traps
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00 0
20 1

10

(emblem)

- slightest departure from the familiar 
makes them nervous
- always seeking attention

You can pay 2 GLOG to reroll a roll on 
the TAROT table
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00 2
01 0

10

(fairy)

- looks innocent but isn't
- always brings food for friends

Increase any healing received by 1
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30 0
00 0

10

(fictional character)

- always makes finger guns
- always high on whatever

personalities



worldbuilding detail
everytime you visit the ego roll d20 and answer the 
question from the perspective of your hero and from 
the perspective of yourself.

CHARACTER
CREATION

1
2
3
4
5
6

Who do you want to be?
Where do you feel at home?
Where do you feel relaxed?
How do you feel about your family?
What makes you sad?
What do others remember about you?
What do you want the most right now?
Who do you look up to?
What do you like to eat the most?
What are the most important things for you?
If you would be an ice cream flavor, which one 
would you be?
Do you love yourself?
Who are your friends?
What do you want to change in your life?
What are your biggest problems?
Do you have a hidden talent?
What job would you be really bad at?
Have you made a mistake?
What's the funniest thing you've done?
What does happiness mean to you?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20



4 [silence]
Next turn your dice are worth 
-1 turn then lose [silence].

6 [blind] 
Your next action does nothing, 
then lose [blind]

5 [weak] 

Double the next damage you 
get. Then lose [weak]

debuffs buffs

3 [curse] 
Can't heal or gain block next 
turn then lose [curse].

2 [stop] 

Gain 1 less dice next turn, then 
lose [stop]

1 [burning] 

At the start of your turn get 2 
damage, skip a turn to remove. 
Monsters will never skip.

4 [rhythm] Next turn your 
dice are worth +1 then lose 
[rhythm]

3 [wise] Copy your next 
action then lose [wise]

2 [fast]  Gain an extra dice 
next turn then lose [fast]

1 [strong] 
At the start of your turn get 2 
block.

6 [invisible] - The next 
attack against you deals no 
damage, then lose [invisible]

5 [reflect] The next 
attack against you, also hits 
the attacker then lose [reflect]



Alternatively read what the symbol does 
before you cross it off, but where's the 
surprise in that?

HOW TO METAGLOG

1. use a pencil to CROSS OF
A ROOM THAT IS ADJACENT TO 
the door OR to a room you 
already crossed off.
(You can't cross off a room more than once)

2. check THE SYMBOL YOU 
JUST CROSSED OFF in the 
symbolarium AND FOLLOW 
its INSTRUCTIONS



 



 

3. After you have dealT 
with the boss proceed with 
the next step in the hero's 
journey.

YOU ARE IN A DUNGEON
DUNGEONS ARE MADE OUT OF ROOMS

REACH THE END OF THE BOOK
START

HERE

Jump in the plotholeto leave

DO NOT DIE
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 CHARACTER 
CREATION
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 CHARACTER 
CREATION

Deals damage equal to 
1+ your 

Gain block equal to your


Immune to [slow].

GEOMETRY

51
Even 

Deals damage equal to 
1+ your 

Heal self equal to your


Immune to [blind].

GEOMETRY

1
Even 

Deals damage equal to 
1+ your

Deal damage equal to 
DOUBLE your 


Immune to 
[burning].

GEOMETRY

51
Even 

Deals damage equal to 
1+ your 

Heal equal to 
1+ your , 
and deal that much damage.


Immune to 
[cursed].

GEOMETRY

51
Even 

Deals damage equal to 
1+ your  礪

Gain block equal to 
1+ your  礪


Immune to [slow].

GEOMETRY

51 礪
Even 

Deals damage equal to 
your

Gain block equal to your


Immune to [slow].

GEOMETRY

51
Even





5

monster

entity

creature

guy

inca



CALL TO 
ADVENTURE

CATEGORY
faction drug technology
person story magic

monster settlement cult
location game cosmology

plant food species
animal art word

politics mannerism royal fuck up
law holiday armor

artifact tradition gesture
architecture religion tool

vehicle clothing weapon
anomaly landmark ritual

1. Roll on ADJECTIVE and CATEGORY to determine what kind of thing 
you remember.
2. Invent a new part of the world that fits the rolled results.
Give it a name, describe it in a few short sentences . Make it as real as 
your heart desires.
3. Write it down somewhere, maybe in the notebook at the end of this 
document or in a special chat room, so everyone can remember that it 
exists.

Examples:
You roll faction. You imagine a faction called the Agents of the Eye. Its 
members collect and sell information about politicians and other 
important people.  You roll location, you invent a cool location like the pits 
of hellfire or the mossy banana island.

D66   ADJECTIVE    +
mysterious bloody deceiving

evil beautiful disruptive
flying ancient dreamlike

powerful ceremonial eldritch
wonderful chaotic elegant
sentient corrupted enchanted

expensive secret cursed
organic sticky impossible
ominous stupid illegal

psychedelic toxic loud
primitive holy silent
sacrificial noble mechanical



d66 cool names you can use for stuff 
Deus Sundered One Oblidisideryptch
Phlox Reneford Con Halfal

Everythings Baal Morgan
Sylvanas III. Lucis the grim Alex
Urgus Semi Spwack Thoniel Gil

Lich the Stitch Delver Loch

Mike Stella Xeno
Sir Onyx Hastur XIII. Ardent

Vayra Hieronymus Archon
Eos Hiland Cat the Dragon

Erika Josie Fifth
Waffle Lexi Pig the filthy

like m
onsters or som

ething
do you remember these beings? What  are their names?
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CALL TO ADVENTURE 
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Deal 2 damage. Deal 3 damage.


GRETCHLING

31
Max


Min



Deal 2 
damage. Heal 2


GRETCHLING

2 

Gain 2 block Each GRETCHLING 
heals


Roll the HP at 
beginning of battle.

1d6
1

Even odd

Steals 1 GLOG. If you kill it 
before it runs away you get 
it back.

Runs away.
32

Min

 

Gives you and itself [weak]. Dealdamage.


GRETCHLING

41 
Max



Deal damage equal to the 
amount of GRETCHLINGS in 
battle.

Summon a


GRETCHLING

51
Max


Min



5

GRETCHLING

GRETCHLING

pair

pair



how to make a scene
everytime you visit the I. THRESHOLD 

I. THRESHOLD

1. Choose META or GLOG
meta: pick the WANTS and LOCATION but 
randomly roll for PLOT TWIST and NPC..
glog: Randomly roll WANTS and LOCATION 
but pick the PLOT TWIST and NPC
2.First determine the LOCATION you're in. 
Imagine how the air feels, if there's any 
particular smells and what kind of plants, if 
any grow there.
3. Now determine the NPC you will meet in 
that LOCATION. Imagine how that NPC looks, 
what they're wearing, and how their voice 
sounds.
4.Give the NPC and yourself a WANT. That's 
the underlying motivation that drives each 
characters roleplaying. It doesn't need to be 
fullfilled in that scene, but the NPCs and your 
actions will be influenced by it.
5. Roleplay a scene between you and a 
random NPC. Try to show the relationship 
you have to them. After you've established 
the scene determine the PLOT TWIST and let 
it influence the scene in any way you want.



1. an old lover appears
2. this event has to be kept 

secret
3. there's a fire
4. someone acts in a very chil-

dish way
5. a secret is spilled
6. someone overreacts
7. someone lies
8. someone gets hurt
9. someone cries
10. someone is very happy
11. betrayal
12. someone hides an important 

object
13. everyone has a really good 

time
14. a lie is exposed
15. someone is ashamed of their 

actions
16. someone talks about the past
17. someone's anger is released
18. a relationship ends
19. someone is pregnant
20. a secret reveals itself
21. someone wants to be on 

their own
22. someone gets really drunk
23. someone is worried
24. someone is given a choice
25. someone breaks a promise
26. an animal is involved in the 

scene, roll what it WANTS
27. someone feels rejected
28. someone is very insecure
29. someone misunderstands 

completely
30. someone wants sex
31. a murder takes place [pick 

one villager who dies]
32. a new villager joins the villa-

ger and is somehow involved 
[roll a new random villager]

33. a fight starts
34. everyone gets angry
35. someone says something 

inapropriate
36. the mood is very bright

1. guardian
2. grandparent
3. cousin
4. best friend
5. spouse
6. sibling
7. teacher
8. lover
9. parent
10. rival
11. student of the same master
12. apprentice
13. hears the same voices
14. someone you wronged
15. friend, but rival at work
16. someone you met in a bar
17. secret lover
18. saved your life
19. wants the same person dead
20. same traumatic experience
21. follows the same oath
22. sells drugs to you
23. muse
24. your sworn enemy
25. someone very shady
26. god
27. someone from a dream
28. claims to be your child
29. your neighbour
30. someone you trust
31. someone that broke your heart
32. inseparable by fate
33. person that looks like you
34. someone you want to be
35. your favourite shopkeeper
36. your ex

1. party,alcohol and some good 
drugs

2. real love
3. to be forgiven
4. to uncover lost knowledge
5. to become mayor of the 

village
6. immortality
7. to bring back their dead 

partner
8. to find honor
9. to inflict suffering on some-

body
10. to win a tournament
11. to ruin someone's live
12. to follow someone's orders
13. to heal someone from an 

illness
14. to protect someone
15. to create something
16. to become famous
17. to entertain others
18. to acquire wealth
19. to convert others to his 

religion
20. to settle down somewhere
21. to uncover a mystery
22. to destroy something
23. to find lost sibling
24. respect from their boss
25. respect from the person they 

love
26. to blackmail somebody
27. to create a new religion
28. to get out of their boring life
29. some good sex for once
30. to become the best in their 

craft
31. to solve a common problem
32. to change the way people 

think about them
33. to find their father
34. to constantly talk about their 

problems
35. someone that understands
36. a near-death experience

1. on a table in a busy   
smokefilled tavern 

2. private room at home
3. loud marketplace smelling 

of fish
4. on the quiet border of the 

village
5. exhausted on the road
6. after finishing a dungeon
7. in a dark damp forest
8. in a dusty small wardrobe
9. inside a toilet, with people 

waiting outside
10. backstage at the theatre
11. on the stage with all eyes  

on you
12. standing by a river with the 

wind blowing
13. in a small cottage on a  

lonely mountain peak
14. at the ocean

D36 WANTS

D36 LOCATION

D36 NPCS D36 PLOT TWIST

15. in the garden of a big  
mansion overlooking a  
quiet, scenic river

16. by a small pond in the middle 
of a quiet, deserted woods

17. on top of a hill overlooking  a 
large city

18. on the cold bench in front  
of the graveyard. illuminated 
by lanterns and fireflies

19. inside an old-school bar no 
beer taps, just bottles of 
wine and spirits

20. on a secret playground in  
the forest hills

21. inside a dark, haunted, old 
castle

22. on top of a small bridge    
looking across a wide river

23. just after sunset on the  
windy docks

24. underneath the village oak

25. in the entrance hall of   
a deserted mansion

26. inside a secret room  
underneath the church

27. inside the outdoor kitchen  
of an eatery

28. inside a library in a cave
29. on a field full of produce
30. on the edge of a cliff
31. on a hill under the full moon
32. under a big colorful  

mushroom
33. on the roof of a tavern
34. under a waterfall in the 

forest
35. in the catacombs under a 

castle
36. on a festival on the village 

square
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Each turn roll 2d6 and encounter the 
rolled room. If you roll a room you alrea-
dy encountered, pick an adjacent one ins-
tead.

THE FIRST THRESHOLD
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Deal 4 damage. Deal 3 [piercing] damage


No damage from 
Axes.

HUMAN

51
Min

 

Gain 3 block. Deal 2 damage.


[guard]
HUMAN

1 odd

Heal self by 1d6  Deal 1d6 damage.


Roll the HP at 
beginning of battle.

1d6
1

Even odd

Deal 2 [piercing] damage. Deal 2 damage. 
Gain 4 Block. 

62
Min

 

Deal 3 damage and give 
[curse].

Give all other allies [fast].


BIRD

41 
Max



Steals 3 GLOG 
and runs away..

Deal 3 damage.


When you kill him 
gain 3 GLOG.HUMAN

62
Max



5

DEMON

GRETCHLING
HUMAN

pair

pair





Whenever you use a   to 
activate an action, copy it.

thrifty

Increase all healing you 
do by 1.

kind

Your attacks deal double 
damage to [burning] 
enemies.

pyromanic 

Your armor can't be 
pierced.

thick
headed礪

Your attacks against 
enemies that haven't 
acted yet are [piercing].

creepy

Ignore the first trap in 
each dungeon.

coward 

Whenever you reroll a die 
increase it by 1 after the 
roll.

intelligent

You are immune to 
[curse].

loyal

Whenever you gain block, 
an ally gains the same 
amount of block.

protective 

When you deal 5 or more 
damage also inflict a 
random debuff.

brutal礪

You have +3 Max Health.

in love

All your Music jobs deal 
+2 damage.

poetic 

1d6 tarot cards
1 THRIFTY or kind
2 pyromanic or thickheaded
3 creepy or coward
4 intelligent or loyal
5 protective or brutal
6 in love or poetic

1d6 weapons
1 squire or NICEDICER
2 king or joker
3 knight or defender
4 barbarian or arcanist
5 Squire or Rogue
6 rogue or KNIGHT

  
  礪 

 



king

Also reroll a die.
Evolves with [Word]

 
 


 




Max


Increase the next damage 
dealt this turn by +2

increase by +4

increase by +3

squire

Any  counts as a .
Evolves with [Rune]

 
 


 




MIN



Once per turn deal -2 
damage.

Can be used more than 
once per turn.

+2 damage

 knight

No more dice restrictions.
Evolves with [Symbol]

 
 


 




Max


Gain 2 block
Deal 2 damage.

+1 damage

+1 block



barbarian

+1 damage
Evolves with [Blood]

 
 


 




MIN



Deal  damage.

+1 damage

Whenever you kill a creature 
with the barbarian,reroll a die.

礪 Rogue

Max 
Evolves with [Shadow]

 
 


 




Max


Once per turn 
deal   [piercing] 
damage.

Max 

Exhaust to make a [ranged] 
attack.

joker

and gain block
Evolves with [House]

 
 


 




Max



Heal someone for 

Max 

and deal damage



nicedicer

You may reroll any amount of 
dice at once. Evolves with [Dice]

 
 


 




Once per turn reroll a die

You may reroll up to three 
dice at once.

You may reroll up to two 
dice at once.

 defender

Your block can't be pierced.
Evolves with [Shield]

 
 


 




MIN


Gain 3 block

+1 block

+1 block

arcanist

Max 
Evolves with [Power]

 
 


 




Max



Deal  damage to up to 
two enemies.

Hits all enemies now.

Max 





d001 ALTAR OF EGREMP
In the center of the room you find an 
altar with a sculpture of a winged monk 
named Egremp. The sculpture is an 
impressive piece made out of Egremps 
rotting body and a plethora of regalia. 
The monk gazes lovingly out from the 
sculpture. You may pray to the altar. 
If you do roll 1d6

1. The ground beneath the altar springs
to life in a circle of swirling winds, and
a massive pillar of flame erupts from 
the earth. Deals 1d6 damage to you.
2. All of the air is filled with dancing
colours, while strange and magical 
music drifts out of the altar. Increase 
one of your lowest attributes by 1.
3. A mighty and unceasing blast of 
divine light rushes out from the pillar. A 
class of your choice gets the 
following ability: Inflict [blind] when you 
deal damage with this class.
4. A portal appears where the altar 
used to be. You may skip to the next 
dungeon. 
5. The altar crumbles away, and time 
goes backwards. Unexplore one of the 
rooms you already visited. You may visit 
it again.
6. A brilliant star shoots through the 
heavens and lands a short distance 
from the altar. Gain the THICKHEADED 
personality.

D6 Encounter

1 Fountain Heals 1d4 HP.
2 Ambush Roll on  . All enemies get a free 
action before battle.
3 Fairy Ring Get +1 to an attribute of your 
choice.
4 Shortcut move to any field in the same  
row or column you're in.
5 Hiding Spot get a free action at the 
start of next combat

6 d001  Altar of Egremp

1 riddle
Test  If you succeed gain a random 
2 TIMED TRAP
At the beginning of your next combat 
roll on 
3 Obvious Trap
Encounter a trap 
4 red Button
There's a big red button in the wall. 
You may press it. If you do roll 1d6:
 1. Roll on 
 2. Gain the Nicerdicer class
 3. Roll 1d6 and lose that much 
 4. +8  
 5. -1 
 6. Gain a random .   
 Until the end of the journey you  
 can't lose or unequip that class.
5 Freezing Cold
Test . If you fail lose 1d6 GLOG.
6 library
Roll a random battle on . 
You and the monsters are [silenced] for 
the whole combat.
7 sleeping goblins
Roll a random battle on . 
but the monsters skip their first turns.
8 lightning rods
Ouch, oops ZIZZLE. Test , if you fail 
lose -1 .
9 Item Sacrifice
You may discard one of your classes or 
personalities and gain a random new 
one.
10 blood sacrifice
A complicated system of needles pricks 
you for 1d6 damage. If you survive this 
you gain a bonbon. You may use the 
bonbon anytime you want to heal 1d6 

d10 
fates

    礪 



 
After each combat you win, 
advance 1 step on the reward 
track.

  

 










 







 


reward track

THE METAGLOG
Health     30

1. 1d6 damage
2. all heroes gain a random debuff 
3. Gains a random buff
4. Heals itself by 1d6
5. Lose a class or item of your 
choice
6. You lose 1d6 GLOG

Get it? It's self referential. META. Like this 
text. You literally fight the literature in 
front of you. The actual book as an actual 
monster in the book. A book that's a meta book 
but also a monster. A meta book that contains a 
book monster. It is meta to itself, that is the 
joke. This is all meta. It's meta meta meta meta 
meta meta. This text. The meta text about the 
text. Everything is truely meta.

Each turn as its sole action 
Metaglog rolls 1d6 on this table:
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